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Abstract: This article, with the example of different circulation system for a kind of nonlinear, discusses how to make a dynamic analysis of a nonlinear biochemistry system in line with the character of the system and intercommunication and interaction of each part, thus to establish a realistic ideal mathematics model so as to make numerical calculus. The method in this article is of some reference value to establish models of relative nonlinear differential biochemistry system numerical calculus.

Introduction

The relationships between protein concentration in plasma and the rate of filtered glomerulus: Taking into consideration the single glomerulus capillary’s state, this kind of capillary lies in the afferens arteriola. Its cavity pressure is far bigger than the total of Bowman’s bladder fluidic static pressure and plasma albumen osmotic pressure. It lets moisture and small molecule solute through capillary entering Bowman’s bladder. Thus, one of the effects of filtered glomerulus is that it makes plasma lose some liquid. With the flood flowing the effective filtered pressure gradually reduces. On the one hand, it is because the resistance of capillary to fluidic makes cavity pressure drop; On the other hand it is because the filtering of the fluidic raises the concentration of plasma protein within capillary. Thus it raises osmotic pressure.

The idealized model of glomerulus capillary

In order to make ration research, we establish the idealized model of the following glomerulus capillary.

We combine several million glomerulus capillaries into one equivalent tube, and let its character agree with the reastic value of experiment animal(dogs) glomerulus filter.

The numerical analysis of glomerulus capillary nonlinear differential system

We suppose:
Maintaining the rate of filtering of each area under each unit pure filtered pressure;
Maintaining the original radius of capillary;
Plasma protein can’t leak out from capillary;
The amount of reduction of pressure is the same after passing by the capillary of unit length;
Let fluidic static pressure within Bowman’s pocket along with capillary maintain. In the following we consider that a section of capillary which the distance is $dx$ from the beginning side $x$ of the capillary. The area $A$ of that annular interception wall is: $A = 2\pi r dx$ (2.1)

Pure filtered pressure $P_{filt}(x)$ is: $P_{filt}(x) = P_{cap}(x) - P_{once}(x) - P_{Bow}$ (2.2)

According to (1), blood current because of filtered through annular wall so aking into Bouman’s pocket. It causes the amount of reduction, which is:

$-dv(x) = kAP_{filt}(x)$ (2.3)

We obtain on the basis of above-mentioned three forms:

$-dv(x)/dx = 2\pi rk\left[ P_{cap}(x) - P_{once}(x) - P_{Bow} \right]$ (2.4)

According to (4), we have:

$P_{cap}(x) = P_{cap}(0) - x/L[P_{cap}(0) - P_{cap}(L)]$ (2.5)

Scatchard has ever studied the relationship between proein albumen within plasma and osmotic pressure, within the scope of which we consider protein is less than 0.12g/ml. We can indicate his experimental result (referring to the plasma) by using the following equation:

$P_{once}(c) = r c^2 + \delta c$ (2.6)

Where $\gamma$ and $\delta$ are all the parameter of fitting curve. Now we suppose scachard’s observation is also correct to dogs. Based on the definition, we have the following:

$C(x) = Q/V(x)$ (2.7)

Due to (3), here $Q$ is one parameter unrelated to $x$. We put (2.7) into (2.6), we have:

$P_{once}(C(x)) = P_{once}(x) = r\left[ Q/V(x) \right]^2 + \delta[Q/V(x)]$ (2.8)

According to (2.4), (2.5)and (2.8), we have:

$-\frac{dv(x)}{dx} = 2\pi rk\left[ P_{cap}(0) - x/L\left[ P_{cap}(0) - P_{cap}(L) \right] \right]$

$-r\left[ Q/V(x) \right]^2 - \delta[Q/V(x)] - P_{Bow}$ (2.9)

Therefore in (2.9) we just have three variables $x$, $V(x)$ and $dv(x)/dx$. Moreover three are some consants, but most of them are estimated by physiological experiments. How to define related value $k$, $r$, $x$ and $L$ in capillary ideal model? At first when we consider $x$ and $L$, we can use one independent: $X = x/L$ (2.10)

Which just has definite instead of $x$. Here $X$ is the percentage of total length. As $X$ is the ratio of unclimension, we needn’t choose any measure unit in the capillary model (in the certain sense, we can regard $L$ as length unit, therefore when $x=L$, $X=1$). Due to (2.10), we have: $x = LX$, put it into (2.9), then we obtain:$-dv(LX)/dx = \pi rk\left\{}P_{cap}(0) - XP_{cap}(0) - P_{cap}(L) - r\left[ Q/V(Lx) \right]^2 - \delta[Q/V(Lx)] - P_{Bow}\right\}$ (2.11)

After that, we again give a new definition constant $B$: $B = 2\pi r L k$ (2.12)

We put (2.12) into (2.11), and we have:

$-dv(LX)/dx = B\left\{}\left[ P_{cap}(0) - P_{Bow} \right] - [P_{cap}(0) - P_{cap}(L)]X \right\}$

$-rQ^2/V^2(LX) - \delta Q/V(LX)$ (2.13)

We then put Table I’s related parameter Value into (2.13), we have:

$-dv(LX)/dx = B\left\{70 - 20X - 25000Q^2/V^2(LX) - 200Q/V(LX)\right\}$ (2.14)

Considering that circumstance when plasma with 2ml/s enters capillary. Hence bound condition is: $V(o) = 2ml/s$ (2.15)
Because of \( V(o)=2, \quad c = 1/15 \text{g protein/ml}, Q = 2(1/15) \), there is 0.133 g protein entering the capillary each second, so (2.14) will be

\[
dv(LX)/dx = B[20X + 44.44/V^2(LX) + 26.67/V(LX) - 70]
\]

(2.16)

In the normal dogs, filtered percentage (that is the filtered rate of glomerulus dividing “effective plasma current” is about 0.3. In order to estimate parameter B, we require: \( V(L) = V(o) - 0.3V(o) = 1.4 \)

(2.17)

Which is the second bound condition. Due to the fact that B is not convenient for us to estimate directly. We first elect some probably value of B. According to (2.16) and \( V(o) = 2\text{ml/s} \) we can solve \( V(L) \). Again comparing with that has been solved \( V(L) \). and 1.4ml/s, we see how far it is, then change the value of B according to the condition, repeat the above process until at last error falls in the permissible scope.

We can obtain the above process through computer with the best method. Meanwhile when the plasma albumen concentration is different, the dropping curve of blood current in capillary because of liquid filtering out along the capillary can also be pictorialized.

**Conclusion**

Every biochemistry system is actually a nonlinear system. There exist all kinds of complex communication and interaction in it. On account of the complexity of biochemistry in order to establish one mathematics model of scientific objective biochemistry system, we not only want to observe the static state of the system. More important, we still observe motive state of the system and analysis and study of the intercommunication of each part in the system, the characteristic of the total system, and interaction between the system and outside environment. After establishing mathematics model, to be in the view of exact, we still must correct the error between theory and reality gradually until the mathematic model keeps proply correspondence with biochemistry system.
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